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INTRODUCTION 
To me, no other character in Engl1sh fiction is quite so 
interesting and colorful as the English country squire. He 
has been written about down through the centuries of English 
literature to the present day and still holds his own in 
English fiction. In verse, drama, essays, letters, and 
. novels, this character· has been immortalized, sometimes sati-
rized by a prejudiced scholar, but almost always with a 
respectful attitude for what he stood for in England's 
history, as an honored country gentlemane 
I propose in the follovving work to make use of fiction a::: 
the exponent of fact, and to show the information that may be 
attained from these novels of the eighteenth century in 
regard : to the manners, thoughts, custorr:s, and position in 
society, of the old English country squire. Somewhat like the 
old squire as Justice of the Peace, as a maglstrate, to use a 
legal illustration, I shall summon the characters of these 
novels into court that they may give evidence of their place 
in the Engltsh society of the eighteen th century and of the 
power they wielded there. 
summing up in the words of Thackeray: 
1. 
"Out or the rictitious book I get the expression of 
the lire, of the time, of the manners, of the merriment, 
of the dress, .the pleasures, the laughter, the ridicules · 
of society - the old times live again, and I travel in 
the old country of England. Can the heaviest historian 
do more for me?"l 
In the novel of manners, no matter how exaggerated the 
plot or the characterization, theoretically the novelist is 
limited to the thoughts and language of his time. There must 
be a foundation of fact in the novel or it becomes r idiculous 
to the reader. So from a group of novels, by gathering 
together the facts we may get a composite picture of the 
country squire and his place in English society. 
Also in this work I intend to bring out the evolution of 
the squire as a character type in English fiction, by tracing 
the use of the squire in fiction from the time of Chaucer up 
to the present day. 
1 Thackeray, William Makepeace, The English Humorists, p. 113. 
2. 
CHAPT;ER I 
History of the Squire 
In order that we may more clearly understand the 
position of the country squire in the novel and how he 
acquired this position, I have endeavored to give a short 
historical sketch. 
The peri_od from the Norman Conquest to the accession of 
Henry VII was one of growing stagnation in rural England. The 
unsettled political conditions for long periods of time, the 
almost impassable state of the roads for much of the year, the 
lack of money, and a dearth of outside demand for agricultural 
products led to the formation of virtually independent 
economic manor-states. :tliost of the tenants and small land-
holders lived on the manor without knowing or caring about the 
3. 
world outs ide. 
But let us not su ppose that the country squire led so 
isolated and bucolic a life as some of our historians have 
supposed . Under the reign of Queen Elizabeth the numbers 6 
wealth, and importance of the country squire had been increas-
ed partly through the decay of the old nobility, and partly 
through the distribution of monastic estates and the increase 
of commerce and land-improvement. 
From the accession of Henry VII in 1485 to the deposing 
of James II in 1688, the squires played an increasingly 
important part in English history and politics. From the 
"Glorious Revolution" to the Reform Bills of 1832 saw them 
more powerful than any other lay class of Europe. They 
furnished the majority of the members of the House of Commons; 
they served the throne in war as officers in the Army and Navy; 
they served their country also e.s Justices of the Peace. 
It was as Justice of the Peace that the squire was most 
important. Henry VII reorganized the office of Justice of the 
Peace to send it on its way to what it became in the 
eighteenth century. Henry VII ordered that the Justices of the 
Peace were to be named anew each yes.r and to be chosen from 
those men having lands or tenements of two hundred pounds a 
year income value . About this time the control of agriculture 
passed into the hands of the Justices of the Peace. They reg-
ulated wages, adjusted profits end commerce. They were a 
board of control or a county commission. Control of the police 
4. 
was also within their authority. The laws which are frequently 
invoked against gypsies and vagrants in the eighteenth century 
novel, were administered by the Justices of the Peace, as were 
the laws regarding hunting and unlawful games. 
In principle the magistracy was under the control of 
Parliament, but in theii• everyday administration or their 
office they were practically independent, e. fact which both 
Fielding and Smollett were to attack bitterly in their novels~ 
In the eighteenth century, their powers and functions touched 
upon almost every phase of country life. They administered 
jus.tice as a group or as individuals, at Quarter or Petty 
sessions or in th~ir own houses. From 1689 to .1832 they were 
the real rulers of England. The Industrial Revolution caused 
the control in politics to pass from the squire to the capital-
ists. But even to this day the squire exercises a stron g in-
fluence on both foreign and domestic policy. 
Since the eighteenth century historians have varied in 
their opinions and evaluations of the squire. One group has 
adulated him while the other group has run him down. Two of 
the writers who have flayed him most are Lord Macaulay and 
William Connor Sydney. In the first volume of his History of 
England, Macaulay draws a sad picture of the squire of the 
late seventeenth century. Since living conditions and methods 
of communication did not change much from that time until the 
late eighteenth century, his picture, if true, should be just 
as true of the squire of the first half of the eighteenth 
5. 
century. Lord Macaulay tries the squire at the bar of 
Victorian social justice and f.inds him guilty of poverty, pro-
vincialism, lack of education, being chiefly occupied with the 
care of his own estate, 11unrefined sensualityu, lack of taste , 
and numerous and bitter animosities. In order to arrive at an 
ac curate historical estimate , Macaulay's judgments must be 
evaluated in the light of his personal whims and PI'ejudices. 
Harsh and unreasonable as his attack seems, a little study of 
the man and his historical purpose brings comprehension. 
Macaulay's hero was William III, a Whig . For the most pe.rt 
the squires were Tories and did not give much support or 
loyalty to William III. So Macaulay hated the squires who had 
long fought against the advances of the industrialist-Whigs. 
Prejudice and interest impelled Macaulay to castigate the 
country gentry. 
Another historian who attacks the country squire with 
considerable harshness is Wi lliam Connor Sydney. He bases his 
criticism by his ovm acknowledgment on a group of essays which 
appeared in the middle of the eighteenth century under the 
title of ·~ Connoisseur. The Connoiss eur was a group of 
papers similar to the Spectator. He says in part: 
n Adopting the language of a write r in the 
~'Connoisseur' it may be said without any exaggeration that 
the majority of the squires were as mere vegetables which 
grew up and rotted on the same spot of ground; except a 
few, perhaps, that were transplanted i nto Parli~~ent. 
Their whole life was hurried away in scampering after 
foxes, leaping five-bar gates, trrunpling upon the 
farmer ' s corn, and swilling October. The career of one 
was the career of a hundred. First he dawdled away a 
couple of years at one of the universities, which he 
6. 
generally left without taking a degree, and with but 
little addition to his previous scanty stores of know-
ledge beyond perhaps a few recipes for brewing punch and 
an intimate acquaintance with the deep mystery of ombre, 
lansquenet, and loo. En taring into the possess ion of 
his estate, he hunted the fox five days in each week and 
generally appeared in public habited in a plain drab or 
plush coat ornamented with large silver buttons, breeches, 
a jockey cap and top-boots."l 
If we take criticism like this separately, it presents a 
strongly unfavorable picture for the squire. It must be 
remembered, however, that these same men .denounced other 
groups besides the squire end just as heartily. But just as 
we have the extreme on one side so we have the opposite on the 
other. 
The Rev. 'Mr. Di tchfield is one of the opposite extreme. 
In his eyes, the squire was a paragon of virtue, courtesy, 
honor, and wisdom. He is a worshipper of the long ago and the 
squires he describes are ideal men seen in a sort of romantic 
view. 
In English Country Life in the Eighteent:q Century, Miss 
Bayne-Powell presents a less florid, although still highly 
laudatory, portrait of the country gentleman. She says: 
"When the Squire of the parish was a magistrate his 
power over the people was very great; and even when he 
had not been put upon the bench he exercised a very wide 
paternal influence. That there were some boori.sh and 
cruel men and a few rapaciou.s scoundrels cannot be 
denied; but in many if not in most parishes the squire 
tried to do his duty as he a~w it. He protected his 
people against overseers and other oppressors, gave 
generally in time of need w-l. th an open hand, and 
recognized that he had a du-~;y towards the men whom he 
lsydney, William Connor, Englan~ and the English in ~ 18th.C. 
v. 2, pp . 219- 220 . 
7. 
employed, and the people who llved upon his land.nl 
Then we also have such recognized historians as 
Trevelyan, Lunt, and Traill who treat the squire in a favor-
able light. 
Trevelyan says of the squires: 
"In such a society (that of the eighteenth century) 
the members of the upper class were singularly fortunate 
in their lot. A position of such complete social and 
political supremacy as theirs, so little challenged , and 
so clearly i.den tified in history and in popular opinion 
with the liberties of their country, has never been seen 
in any other age or land . 11 2 
w. E. Lunt in his History of England states of them: 
nMost influential was the class of gentlemen, often 
designated as the gentry or as country squires •• • In the 
first half of the century they lived on their estates 
finding pleasure in the improvement of the beautiful and 
comfortable manor houses which were their homes, in the 
management . of their lands, in the patriarchal oversight 
of their tenants ••• Though country squires were sometimes 
boors, many of them were men of culture who possessed 
good libraries which they used with enjoyment and 
appreciation ••• Politically the squires were the most 
influential clAss in the nation ••• During the · reign of 
James I, they acqu ired control of the house of commons; 
in the civil struggle they produced the leaders; after 
the restoration they furnished the bulk of the me~bers of 
parliamen t and of the officials and advisers of the king; 
and after the revolution of 1688 they became the govern-
ing class .n 3 
lBayne-Powell, Ros.amond, English Countrx Life in the l8th .C . , 
pp. 66-67. . 
2Trevelyan, George Macaulay, Engllsh History J_n the 
Nineteenth Century , p. 19. 
3Lunt, w. E., Hlstor:y of England, p. 531. 
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Of the squirearchy, Tralll s ays: 
. "It is a mistake to dwell too much upon the rude 
manner of life of the rural gentry, their i llt terateness .~~ 
and ,their prejudices. If they were half boors, they were 
also half nobles by birth and officials by training. By 
cus~orn and by practical monoply wh:J.ch their positions 
gave them, they held in their hands the higher connnissions 
in the army , navy , militia , magistracy, and hlgher church 
places . They had a large share of the numerous and all 
too well-paid public offices . Political life·, for all the , 
corruption at the center , was locally both vigorous and 
sound . u 1 
From this examination it would seem that the squire was 
a highly important and valued member of society . We shall 
find in an examination of the eighteenth century novels that 
the same exaggeration toward good and evil occurs in the 
evaluation of individuals and their place and work. 
l . Traill, H. D., Social England , v. 4, p. 474. 
9. 
CHAPTER II 
Evolution of the Squire in F'iction 
One of the first descriptions of the squire that we have 
in English fiction is tha t of Chaucer in his Prologue to his 
Canterbury Tales. The character sketches of Chaucer are very 
clearly and realistically done. The Squire of Chaucer is the 
son of t he Knight in the Tales. Of course this description is 
in the medieva l sense and ,the squire is a knight's attendant 
with the prospects of becoming e. knight himself, but it ~ight 
be well to consider some of his qualtt:tes. He is strong and 
active, can ride and fight well, ma,kes songs and poetry, and 
sketches and writes. 
10. 
"Courteous he, and humble, willing and able, 
And carved bef'ore his f'ather at the table. ttl 
Much was written of' the squire in the medieval, Chaucer-
ian sense, as a knight's attendant. The manuscripts of' the 
romances of' the King Arthur cycle, the Romance of' the Rose, 
and the Romance of' Meliadus, all give us a picture of' the lives 
of' military knights and squires. 
The f'amous Paston Letters reveal much of' the social lif'e 
of' the squire f'rom the Middle Ages on. The lives of' genera-
tions of' Paston squires paints us a vivid picture also of' the 
f'if'teenth and sixteenth century squire. The Elizabethan 
squires are also depicted in Kingsley's Westward Ho! But these 
are all adventurous squires who lef't their estates and went in 
the quest of' new adventures and discoveries. Some of' these 
gentlemen-adventurers include such men as Martin Frobisher, 
John David, Thomas Cavendish, Sir John Hawkins, Sir John Gil-
bert, Sir Francis Drake, Sir Walter Rawleigh, and Sir Richard 
Grenville. 
The squire appeared in many works of' f'iction but was 
present most f'requently in the character writings of' the sev-
enteenth century. In most of' these sketches of' the seventeenth 
century, the country gentleman or the country squire is satir-
ized and it is a picture like Macaulay's of' the squire at his 
worst. 
1Nicol son, J. U., Chaucer's Canterbury Tales in Modern English, 
p. 3.;;; 4. 
11. 
' 
All o~ these sketches of the character of the country 
squire are somewhat similar so I shall only ~ote from a ~ew o~ 
them. Probably the best known of these is the sketch of' "The 
Country Gentleman" by Sir Thomas Overbury. He speaks of the 
squire as a corrupt Justice o~ the Peace, speaking statutes 
and husbandry well enough to make his neighbors think him ·a 
wise man but among his equals makes him out to be sort o~ dumb. 
He is very bad mannered and when he goes to court gets all 
mixed up in his eti~ette. He is stingy and does not travel 
much. When he does go to Lo~don he stares around like a coun-
try gawk and gets his purse stolen. When he comes home he 
bores his countrymen with recitals of his experiences. So be 
must "end his flight in a dunghill. 111 
Ariother is the characterization, The . Country Squire, by a 
Lady. She says they are sent to school but they do not learn 
much and wouldn't if they were kept there till Doomsday. They 
are apprenticed out ~or eight or nine years and then make a 
tour o~ the Continent. He comes back home thinking he knows it 
all. Most of the rest of his li~e is concerned with his sport, 
his hounds and horses, and drinking. He becomes a Justice o~ 
the Pe a ce and "holds the Scale of Justice with as much blindnes 
as she is said to do. 112 He is the terror of the deer, the 
poultrY stealer, and the poacher. If he is chosen for the 
1Murphy, Gwendolyn, A Cabinet o~ Characters, p. 96-97. 
2Murphy, Gwendolyn, A Cabinet o~ Characters, p. 340-343. 
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Parliament, "he shews his Wisdom best by his Silence, and 
1 
serves his Country most in his absence." 
The last of these character sketches that I shall take up 
is that of A Bumpkin££ Country Squire by Samuel Butler. 
Butler thinks of him as a clown, a growth of the land with a 
homely education. He talks all the time about his dogs and 
horses, hawks and fishing. All he and his friends do is drink 
and his manners are very rough. He does not know how to treat 
a lady. He tel ls old family stories and jokes over and over. 
11He is never without some rough-handed flatterer, that rubs 
him, like a horse, with a curry-comb till he kicks and grunts 
with the pleasure of it. 112 
These create an unwholesome picture of the squire but we 
must remember that the character writers did write sketches of 
"good gentlemen", "worthy gentlemen", and so on, but when they 
treated the Squire as a character by himself they were bound 
to satirize and ridicule his worst qualities although they do 
bring out his good qualities. 
Then of course we cannot pass by at this time one of the 
immortal creations of character of all time, that of Sir Roger 
de Coverly. This is a composite character created by many 
hands; Steele drew the main outlines of the character; Addison 
supplied the main coloring and general features, while some of 
1:·.Murphy, Gwendolyn, !_Cabinet of Characters, p. 340-343. 
2 Morley, Henry, Character Writings of the Seventeenth Century, 
p. 322-323. 
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the background was painted in by Tickell and Budgell. 
This character needs no introduction as he is well known 
by every lover of literature. He was well-loved by everyone, 
his servants and fellow-countrymen. He went up to London quite 
often and was always welcomed back with hearty enthusiasm by 
his servants and neighbors. He was somewhat of a humanitarian, 
good natured, and a bit of a humorist. He could not understand 
Greek and Latin but in general was pretty well educated. He 
was a devout churchman and beautified the church with i llumi-
nated texts of the Scripture, provided rails for the sanctuary, 
and hassocks for the people to kneel on. He let noone sleep 
during the service except himself and when he was awake he was 
sure to keep the other members of the congregation awake. 
As a youth he was high sheriff and was well dressed and 
handsome. He rode well, before the whole county, with music, 
to the hall of the assizes. He was an ardent sportsman and 
always hunted up until the time that he was too old and even 
then he wanted to hear all about it. In politics he was a Tory 
and abhorred the Whigs. With his little weaknesses or peculiar 
ities, he represents sturdy uprighteousness, honesty and truth. 
We get the Squire in the drama of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. In the plays of Wycher~ and Congreve we 
get pictures of the Squires. To use just a couple of examples, 
we have first in The Plain Dealer by William Wycherley, Jerry 
Blackacre, a true raw Squire, under age and his mother's gov-
ernment, bred to the law. Squire Jerry has been to school and 
14. 
studies law out he does ~ not know too much about it and has for-
gotten most of it. He is under h is mother's thumb at the be-
ginning of the play but later on gets away from her and her 
control. He doesn't want his moth er to marry again. His 
mother is the Widow Blackacre. He is afraid the trees on the 
estate will be cut down. His mother will not let him have any 
money but h e meets a fellow who gives him money and helps him 
get away f r om his mother. He makes the fellow his guardian and 
gets money and f ree egress to her maid's room, etc. in the end . 
'I 
1 15. 
I 
Squi re . Wi twoud in William Congreve 's The Waz of the World If 
is the brother or r a ther the half- brother to the Knight, Sir 
Wilful Witwoud. He tries to be witty but is not. He drinks 
I 
I[ 
' and geiB drunk, gambles and plays around with women. He is al-
II 
ways good t o the knight b ecause he h as the estate. He tells II 
J. 
I how his brother would have apprenticed him out to a felt-maker. I 
He is somewhat i gnorant, and signs a paper of which he knows 1
1 
. I 
I 
11 nothing of the contents, gets into trouble, and in the end is 
l1 going travelling with his brother on t he Continent. 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
II In The Beaux' St£atas em by George Farquhar, Squire Sullen 1 
is a country blockhead who is brutal to his wife. He has a bad ! 
, temper and people do not like him very well. He has an income 1[ 
I 
of three thousand pounds a year. When he goes to the ale-house [ 
i 
I Justice of the Pe a ce he s ays and ther ef ore must not do anything 
he is usually alone and no one will drink with him. He is a 
against the law. He is a boorish squire who drinks a lot, I 
hunts, goes cocking and r acing . He does not like the t h ing s il 
I. 
1 his wife likes and she does not like the things he likes which 
is one of the many reasons that they do not get along. In the 
end they separate. 
In the plays of these three men that I have just mention-
ed the characterizations of the squire are almost always un-
favorable, but it must be remembered that they were writing 
wit and satirical comedy in which they scoffed at and ridiculed 
almost everything of their time. Fielding does practically 
the same thing in his dramas. He was writing comedy, bur-
lesque, witty satire. The squire is a character in almost all 
of his plays. Part of his work is caricature. 
In his play, Pasquin, a satire of his times, he has Squire 
Foxcbase and Squire Tankard. They are the country candidates 
in the Election, the comedy part of the play. These characters 
are what their names imply. Squire Tankard thinks that a man 
ought to get drunk in the interest of his country. Squire Fox-
chase does a li t tle indirect bribing of the mayor. He has 1 . 
given him three bucks and is to give him three more with some-
thing to drink because venison alone is so dry. 
The Coffee-House Politician; or, the Justice Caught in 
His Own Trap, is another ·play by Fielding, a satire upon Jus-
-- ----
tices of the Peace. Fielding's Justice Squeezum, a little 
,; 
thin man in amorous dotage, is one of those corrupt justices 
of the peace written about so much in this period. 
to bribery, receives money from brothels and gambling-houses, 
suborns vdtnesses, and packs jury panels with his own men. 
I 
16. 
He is in leag~e with the constables, who on his order m~{e ar-
rests whenever there is a chance of gain, and leave unmolested 
criminals if nothing is to be got out of them. Only the poor 
and the innocent fear him. He is finally tripped up by a 
clever girl and her accomplices. In the play also, as in the 
squires of Tom Jones, we have Justic Worthy as the example of 
the good justice. 
Goldsmith gives us a picture of an eighteenth century 
squire that is charming in his play, She Stoops To Conquer. 
Mr. Hardcastle is a channing old country gentleman \rlth old-
fashioned whimsicalities drawn true to nature. The squire ob-
jects to his wife and daughter going to London "to rub off the 
rust a little 11 , wonders why London cannot keep i.ts own fools 
at home, and loves everything that's old: old friends, old 
I 
times, old manners, old books, old \rlne, and even his old wife, / 
who objects to being thought of as being old. His eccentrici-
ties are exaggerated and overdrawn for the sake of the stage 
effect and to bring out the broad farcical humor of the plot. 
He is always amusing when he is drilling his awkward bumpkins, 
his servants, being insulted by his guests, telling his old 
stories about Prince Eugene and the Duke of Marlborough, or 
showing his admiration for his pretty daughter. The portrait 
is very charming and skilfully done. 
I shall skip over the novels of the eighteenth century in 
this development as I shall be treating them rather minutely 
later on in this work. 
17. 
Let us then look at Washington Irving's Sketch~' and 
travel to Bracebridge Hall along with Frank Bracebridge, the 
son of the old Squire. Squire Bracebridge is a mellow picture 
of the old country squire of earlier times. He was, as his son 
informs us, "a bigoted devotee of the old school, and prided 
himself upon keeping up something of old English hospitality, 11 
and all the customs that existed before London fashions went to 
the country, so to speak. He was loved by his tenants and 
looked up to. We get the old strain of Sir Roger de Coverly 
running through this description by Washington Irving. He was 
known simply as "the squire" as had all his ancestors before 
him been known. 
Bracebridge Hall was a beautiful old mansion surrounded by 
a park with a wall around it. It had a large, ponderous, old 
iron gate topped off with the f~ily coat-of-arms. The old 
Hall was very irregular, having been added to in every period, 
some of it being of the time of Charles II. It had beautiful 
gardens with shrubberies, hedges, terraces, fountains, and 
statues. It all has an air of hospitality and tradition. We 
have the traditional Christmas church service and the bounte-
ous Christmas dinner. The squire has not forgotten the spirit 
of charity and is blessed by his friends in the true Christmas 
spirit. 
In the novels of Trollope, we get some of the finest por-
traits of the country squires. I shall describe only one, 
Wilfred Thorne, Esquire of Ullathorne, in the novel, 
18. 
Barchester Towers. 
Squire Thorne was a traditional squire and yet he had 
enough faults to lay him open to ridicule. He was a bachelor 
of about fifty, proud :of his person, always looked like a gen-
tleman, and was first man in his parish. He spent a month or 
six weeks in London every year. Many thought him a fool be-
cause he tried to look like a great man, which he was not. He 
had considerable literary achievement but mostly in one field. 
He had studied the English essayists of the last two centuries. 
He was best in genealogy and knew all the family pedigrees of 
every important family. His own pedigree went back to long 
before the Norman Conquest. 
He was a conservative in politics being like so many of 
the country squires a Tory. Ullathorne was a beautiful old 
estate with beautiful gardens and surroundings and a stately 
mansions of a house, filled with many portraits. He is the 
squire of old tradition. 
I might go on endlessly with portraits of the old country 
squire because he is such an important character in life and 
fiction that hardly any novel is written of English country 
life without the old country squire finding his place in its 
pages. But the portraits nearer to our day do not satirize 
the old squire so much. He is usually a good,benevolent, old 
squire, if not, his faults and foibles are treated in a mildly 
humorous manner. This is true in all fiction, as the subject 
gets farther and farther back in history, the more we tend to 
19. 
romanticize it while in our own time we see the faults more 
clearly and tend to ridicule and satirize them. Literature up 
to the time of ' the Romanticists dealt mostly with reason, wit, 
and humor; thus we get satirical, burlesque of the faults and 
foibles of the country squire. All in all, though, we get a 
wonderful picture of a type of character in the squire devel-
oped through fiction. 
In my discussion of the country squire in the eighteenth 
century novel I shall bring out some more material in regard 
to the development of the squire as a type in English fiction. 
20. 
CHAPTER III 
Meantng of the Term Squire 
When we mention the countr·y squire to the avers.ge reader, 
he immediately thinks of Squire Western and imagines a florid 
old man crying 11 yoicks" to his hounds or damning a servant 
for being tardy with the ale . some may even remember the 
medieval stories of their youth, and hs.ve a second picture of 
a knight's attendant. In an exact or traditional sense it 
refers to a prtvate gentleman of coat armor . The son or 
younger brother of a baronet, as well as the principal, un-
titled landowner of a parish, would be called squire. Through-
out the elghteenth century this meaning is most commonly given 
the word. We have Squire Allworthy and Squire Western in Tom 
Jones; Squire Shandy in Tristram Shandy; and Squire Pembroke 
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in The Canterbury Tales. Sir Launcelot before he inherits his 
father's title and estates is Squire Launcelot in The Adven~ 
- . 
tures of Launcelot Greaves. There are many other examples in 
the novels of the day. 
The novelists did not use the term in only its tradition-
al meaning. As the century progressed, they broadened their 
use of the term more and more by using it as a courtesy title 
for gentleman. A few novelists use it in both the traditi onal 
and t h e popular sense. Still fewer novelists distinguish the 
types by writing Hgentleman" after some and "esquire 11 after 
the real squires. 
Sometimes the squire was called a mere or a booby squire 
in derision. More and more they used it as a synonym for 
mister and implied no landed background. By the members of 
the lower classes, especially the country folk and servants, 
Squire and Mister are used synonymously. Tom Jones is spoken 
of as Squire Jones. To Winifred Jenkins, of Humphrey Clinker, 
there is no distinction between Mr. Barton, courtier, and 
Matthew Bramble, lord of the manor, both are called squire in 
her letters to Brambleton Hall. 
There is much material in the novels of the eighteenth 
century of etymological interest in the uses of the term 
squire. During the eighteenth .century, Squire was developing 
new connotations out of its original meaning, the principle 
untitled landowner of a parish. Although its validity as a 
title for these men was never lost; there was, nevertheless, 
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built up around it a strong implied meaning . The evidence of 
the term' s use by the rural folk as a courtesy title for 
Mister and its later use in humor or in contempt by both town 
and country gentry point to a rustic connotation. From being 
merely the principal landowner's title, the term con:es to 
mean one who either in flattery or irony is considered to 
resemble a squire. The rapid progress of transportation 
during the last half of the eighteenth century and the first 
half of the nineteenth reduced the differences of manner and 
custom between town and country. As the two groups came to 
understand each other better such terms as booby squire, mere 
squire, and the like, were dropped and the term squire 
approached more nearly its original meaning . 
It is useless to spend much time in an endeavour to 
establish fr·om the novel the subtle differenc es which sepa-
rated country baronet from squire , and squire from gentleman 
farmer . Baronets who sperid almost all of their time on their 
country estates are usually "ipso facto" squires. The point 
of view of individual novels varies . In one the author may 
have the squirearchy include certain members of both the 
titled class and the gentlemen farn:ers. ft_nother novel may 
establish the bounds of the squire's class with careful regard 
to historical tradition. The last analysis must , therefore, 
depend upon the novel under consideration. 
The novelist also gave his Squire a long pedigree 
usually dating back to the Norman Conquest . While it is usual 
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for the novelists to think of the squire as the descendant of 
an old and establlshed family, they were aware of conditions 
which altered that factv As old family estates were 
dissipated by extravagance or were lost by their owner's 
inability to survive the changing economic conditions of the 
century, manors with their hall-houses fell into new hands. 
At times the change was merely from one county to another, 
but frequently it was to a man whose traditions and manners 
were foreign to his new estates. 
These newcomers were frequently called "made squires" 
by the novelists. These were all motivated by the same 
purpose to improve their social position by the acquisition of 
country estates. Some of the yeomen and gentlemen farmers 
were able by scientific farming . to improve their station and 
work their way into the squirearchy. Others had just made 
money in other business and bought up estates to work their 
way into the higher class. Matt Bramble speaks of this type 
in Humphre7{ Cli.nker in a letter to Dr. Lewis. He tells of the 
new tide of luxury that has swept over the country and says, 
"men of low birth and no breeding have found themselves 
suddenly transplanted into a state of affluence unknovm to 
former ages; • •• nl This group, rich in goods but socially 
unrecognized, desired the established position which only . 
1Tobias Smollett , Humphr~ Clinker, p. 53 
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country estates could give. They had little difficulty in ac-
quiring the houses of broken country gentry, particularly as 
the century advanced. They were not uniformly successful, how-
ever, in gaining the respect and position they cr~ved. 
The majority of the new squires in the field of fiction 
came from the more successful and socially ambitious members of 
the merchant class. Peregrine Pickle's father , in Smollettrs 
Peregrine Pickle, was a London merchant before his withdrawal 
to the country. He couldn't cope with the business as his fa-
ther before him had done. 
So out of the writings of the eighteenth century we get 
many connotations of the term squire. The typical squire, from 
the novelists' use of the term, is a country landowner, his 
heir, or immediate kinsman. He is usually represented as a 
private gentleman of good family, whose social position is de-
pendent in a large measure upon his estate and birth. The 
squire of established gentility has inherited his lands or the 
means of obtaining them from landowning forbears. 
However, the novelists are aware of the changing social 
conditions of their time and country. They contrast the 
squires of tradition with the squires who have suddenly broken 
into their rrulics through acquisition of wealth and property. 
They make the new squires' social positions insecure and give 
the feeliig that they do not have the inbred manners and cus-
toms of the old established gentility. 
~~========~= 
Part IV 
In the Eighteenth Century Novel 
Most of the material in this work is research and fact 
gleaned from the histories, novels, essays , and other fiction 
of this time but after arr.assing all this material one begi ns 
to get that old romantic feeling so much associated with the 
time of the old country squire and in the mind's eye we are 
almost transported back to his day and canter with h i m ov er 
his vast and beautiful es t ates. 
The sun is setting on this old English c~1ntry scene. 
The two central objects of beauty are two old majestic 
buildings, which are conspicuous for their charm and antiqu ity. 
These are the church and the manor-house. The church stands 
gracefully with its Norman tower or fourteenth century spi re 
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reaching up into the clouds. This has been the center of 
v:lllage life through the ages, the religious, secular, and the 
social life of the villagers. Close beside the church 
nestling am:ld the trees, is the manor-house. It is built of 
light grey stone and may be of any one of the many styles 
which have been handed down from time to time. . I t may be in 
the Tudor or the Elizabethan, or the Gothic style. I t is a 
ra~bling place with a courtyard and many buildings. The roof 
is covered with tile stained by Time and colored with moss 
and lichens. I t is a panorama of gracefUl, tall chimneys, 
elaborate designed patterns, twisted shafts, picturesque 
gables and dormer windows. 
Surrounding the house are its beautiful gardens full of 
old-fashioned flowers. There are hedges clipped in variou s 
sizes, shapes, and figures . In the large courtyard amid rock 
gardens and terraces, the mummers and village players may hav e 
acted their quaint pageants in the past. Here and there we 
see a fountain and statues remindi ng one of I taly where the 
squire may or may not have travelled in his youth. 
Adjoining the house are the extensive stables testifying 
to the old squire ' s love of horseflesh and sport. He always 
kept a pack of hounds, and thus contributed much to the 
happiness and general amusement and happiness of those around 
him. In the distant landscape we see numerous farms and 
cottages, the inhabitants of which have never known an alien 
race of landlord or master . They know his every mood and 
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temper, h is prejudices, and, perhaps, his eccentricities. 
They r emember each kind word and act or kindness. They know 
him in the coverts, across countr y with his hounds, on the 
river, on t he course as they cheer his colors. 
How can one read or such scenes as this and not be rilled 
vdth nostalgia and longing to have lived amid such surround-
ings as these - as the squire, of course, and not as one of 
the tenants? When we read of their faults and foibles we only 
t h ink of them as being all the more human. \~t one among us 
but has his little faults and we get the bad in every race of 
people. But I, for one, who have lived in the country, ridden 
the horses, hunted and fished, and so on, would have enjoyed 
living with the old country squire on his country estate, with 
a car, or course. 
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Section A. 
His Education 
The s~ire has been ridiculed upon the stage and in the 
novel and history for his lack of education and culture. 
This may be partially true, but in education, as in other 
things, the ei~~teenth century was a century of contrasts. 
There were country gentlemen who could hardly read or write, 
and there were others who were scholars. Education depended 
upon means and opportunity. 
Generally speaking from the noveli sts and .the ;. historians · 
1 of the times, the educational standards were steadily improv-
ing. In the novels most of the squires have first-rate edu-
cations. The first of their education is usually home in-
struction, either by the father or a tutor who stays in the ' 
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house. Tom Jones and Blifil in Fielding's Tom Jones, were 
tutored at home by a special tutor. Also in Tom Jones, we get 
examples of both the educated and the uneducated, in Squire 
Allworthy, the educated, and Squire Western, the uneducated. 
Most of the Squires went to college, usually to Oxford 
as Oxford seems to have had sympathy with the Tory viewpoint. 
Jerry Mulford in Smollett's Humphrer Clinker was attending 
Oxford. 
Some of the squire's sons were educated under the instruc-
tion of the neighboring clergyman. Some were sent to boarding-
school as Peregrine is, in Peregrine Pickle, by Smollett. 
Later Peregrine attends Winchester school and then Oxford. 
So as travelling became better and the educational facil-
ities became better so the squire became better educated. It 
is safe to say that most of the squires had a fairly good edu-
cation. 
.I 
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Section B. 
Culture or the Squire 
Most or the squires were interested in art and the clas-
sics. Even this has been ridiculed by Fielding and others. 
or course there were squires who had bad taste in choosing 
objects or art and this was a source or humor even as it is to 
writers or the present day. 
I 
In Joseph Andrews one squire wanted his ancestors a la 
mode, and had his Van Dyke family portraits painted with type 
periwigs. Most of the squires had portrait galleries and 
their ancestral portraits hung among the others. Sir Roger de 
Coverly has a gallery and shows the Spectator through it de-
scribing each one's deeds and traits. Most or the squires had 
large libraries and were well versed in the classics. 
In this century as the squire travelled more and more 
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he became more and more interested in the things of art. 
Smollettrs Squire Bramble was interested in art and. comments 
on . it in his travels. The squires were also interested in 
music and the theater. ~fuenever he was in London he attended 
the theater and sometimes travelling groups of players came to 
the country. Sometimes, but not very often, amateur theatri-
cals were put on in the country house. The production of 
The Beaux Stratasem in Humphrey Clinker is an example of this. 
Also masquerades and mUll'Lmings are mentioned frequently. 
Even Squire Western, boorish and as uncultured as he was, 
loved music, and had his daughter play all his favorite songs 
on the harpsichord. Almost every gathering at the squire's . 
home sang drinking and hunting songs,and some of the squires 
played musical instruments. 
Pamela's Mr. B--- and .Mr. Williams talk of "some schol-
astic subjects." Squire Bramble and numerous other cultured 
men in Humphrey Clinker were interested in the arts, classics, 
and objects of culture. Godwin's Squire Falkland was not only 
highly educated and cultured but wrote literary sketches as 
well. The eighteenth century novels abound with quotations 
from Shakespeare, Otway, Dryden, Milton, Congreve, Addison and 
Steele, Fielding, Richardson~ Pope, and many others, which are 
quoted by the squires. 
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Section· C. 
Travel 
After the squire finished his schooling he usually took 
"the grand tourtt to po-lish him up. There have been controver-
sies as to whether• he did travel or not and those such as 
Sydney and Macaulay say he hardly got off his reservation, so 
to speak, but from the novels end other writings of the period, 
it would seem that the squi1•e did quite a bit of travelling. 
Those who ridiculed him said that the only times when the 
squire got away from his estates, he was so ignorant of the 
ways of life that he always got in trouble, but here's what 
A. s. Turberv~_ lle in his book on Englis~ Men and Manners in 
the Eighteenth Century says: 
"Such men as Sir Roger de Coverley and Squire Western 
lived on their ovm rural estates, seldom went beyond theii• 
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immediate country town and very occasionally visited the 
metropolis. But increasingly as the century advanced 
and travelling became more rapid and comfortable, this 
provincialism was corrected, and the country gentlemen 
and t heir families mixed with the world of London and 
other centers of fashion. So in the process of time, 
the Western type was mitigated and their herizon came to 
be widened beyond their interests in the trencher-board, 
the hunting field and their prize pigs. Yet, even so, 
the country gentleman remained essentially the same, 
which was good and healthy, because it was redolent of 
the soil and the open air."l 
But for the most part in the novels, European travel is 
mentioned frequently. In most of Richardson's and Smollett•s 
novels the squire has travelled abroad. Squire B--- in Pamela 
had travelled in France, Italy, and in the Low Countries . Matt 
Bramble tells of having travelled in Italy and mentions a 
friend, H---t, whom he met there. He mentions various parts of 
Italy, France, and Switzerland. Squire Falkland in Caleb 
Williams had travelled frequently. In The Vicar of Wakefield -~--
Sir William Thornhill travelled through Europe. Sometimes a 
tour on the Continent was taken to forget the disappointments 
of an unsuccessful love affair and also, sometimes it was taken 
purely for pleasure. Smollett's Count Fathom and Peregrine 
Pickle both travelled abroad. 
Sometimes a teacher or a clergyman was sent with the 
squire so that he would get more education and polish from his 
tour. Mr. Jolter accompanies Peregrine Pickle on his tour in 
Europe. 
1Turbervi lle, A. S., English~~ Manners~ the Eighteenth 
Century, p. 129-130. 
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From the writings of this time it is safe to say that the 
squire travelled more and more . Certainly he travelled in his 
youth, and maybe ~ome of them did sort of settle down on their 
estates in their older days. Many say that the travel on the 
Continent did the squire more harm than good anyway. He came 
back lowered in character, with bad manners and morals. 
Probably some of the squires did not benefit from their travel 
but I think that travel educates one in one way or another 
even unconsciously. 
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Section D. 
Sports 
Like almost any man with good red blood in his veins, 
the squire was much interested in sports. Hunting is the 
sport most associated with the squire but he was interested in 
other games and sports as well. He was fond of boating and 
fishing, bowling and tennts, cricket, fencing, boxing, 
wrestling, and others. Thorpe in Jane Austen's novel, 
Northanger Abbey, speaks of seeing General Tilney in the 
billiard-room and pla.ying billiards. 
Fox hunting was the most popular sport of the day. Sir 
Roger de Coverley was a great hunter. He had a room full of 
guns and other things of the hunt as well as deer horns and 
fox noses around on the doors, and even though old now he 
still courses a hare with plee.sure and loves to hear about the 
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other hunts. 
No reader will forget Squire Western's braking off his 
pursuit of Sophia to take part in a chase which he saw passing 
the road. It was a fox hunt that endangered Parson Adams in 
Joseph Andrews. Mr. Bramble speaks of hunting frequently and 
Squire Burdock in Humphrey Clinker also, when he grows too fat 
to hunt, still keeps his pack and has the huntsmen relate the 
adventures of the hunt to him. 
Although fox-hunting was the most popular there are men-
tioned other types of hunting. I have already mentioned 
coursing the hare. There was some hawking which had been very 
popular in .the preceding century. A deer hunt is mentioned in 
Peregrine Pickle. Moor-cock hunting and a stag hunt are men-
tioned. 
Of course to the squires, who were so concerned with hunt-
ing, their dogs meant a lot. The squires were always talking 
and boasting and telling stories of their dogs. They were 
proud of them. They were chosen with care. Sir Roger de Cover 
ly, I think it was, who chose another dog with care as to the 
pitch of his voice so that his whole pack would bay in harmony . 
They had different ldnds: spaniels, setters, greyhounds, and . . 
others. 
Along with the subject of hunting should be included the 
subject of poaching. There were laws for the protection of 
game and poaching has been a frequent topic of the eighteenth 
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a serious offence, and they had quite a time keeping down 
illicit hunting in the eighteenth century, and it got even 
worse in the nineteenth century. 
As Justice of the Peace, the country squire was deeply 
concerned with this offence. Tom Jones has considerable 
material on poaching. Both Squire Western and Squire Allworthy 
have trouble with Black George.. Even Squ1.re Allworthy, the 
11 goodu squire, regards Tom and George's breaking into a 
neighbor's preserves as a serious offence. squire Western 
takes legal action aga1nst George when the latter 's depreda-
t ions affect him. Bramble in Humphrey Cllnker is one of the 
few squires who is able to · overlook poaching, as is evidenced 
by his treatment of Higgins in one of his first letters to 
Dr. Lewis . In Caleb Willi ams, Squire Tyrell sets a.bout to 
ruin Farmer Hawkins with a false arrest of the farner's son on 
a charge of poaching. 
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Section E. 
House and Gardens 
A while back when I was describing, in a sort of romantic 
vein, the country scene of the squire among his estates, I 
mentioned his house and gardens. It was customary for the 
squire to have splendid houses and beautiful gardens. 
After the squiPe had been educated and travelled abroad 
the squire returned home. Even when he was wealthy enough to 
have a house in tovm it was his country house that was really 
his home. They had beautiful estates and manor-houses and 
they built them to le.st from generation to generation. J. B. 
Botsford describes this very well in English Sod etx in the 
Eighteenth Century. Dr. Botsford tells how "The genius of 
Sir Christopher Wren among others, made this possible by 
building attractive houses for men whose incomes were as low 
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as two hundred pounds a year. tt l 
When the squire built his manor-house 11 he built it surely and 
well. He built for h:l'.s sons and grandsons . He lighted what 
Ruskin cal l s the sixth Lamp of Arch.i tecture , . the Lamp of 
Memory, a.nd considered it an evil s:i.gn of a people for· houses 
to be built to lest for a generation only.u2 
squire B--- i n Richardson Is Pamela, has two handsome 
country residences . Parnel~l compares Mr . B---' s garden s: 
ttThis garden is much better cultivated than the 
Lincol nshire one; but that is larger, and has nobler walks 
in it; and yet th ere is a canal in this , end a fountain 
and a cascade . " 3 
Speaking about the lonely estate in Lincolnshire , Pamela writes 
to her parents for whose peace of mind she has no regard: 
"About eight o'clock at night we entered the court-
yard of th:ts handsome , l arge, old and lonely mansion, 
that looks made for solitude and mischief, as I thought 
by its appearance, with all its brown nodding horrors of 
lofty elms and pines about it . 11 3 
In Humphrey Clinker we are told about Bran1bleton Hall . 
Also 1\r~ r. Baynard ' s house is des cribed as all "Gothic within 
and Grecian without." smollett attacks the gardens or :rt.r . 
1Botsford, J. B., English Societv in the Eighteenth Century, 
p. 257. 
2 Ditchfield, P . H., The Old English _Qountl''Y Squire , p. 119. 
3 Rlchardson, Samuel, Pamela , p. 499. 
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Baynard's estate because they have taken up so muCh of the 
tillable soil. The gardens of Mr. Baynard for about a mile 
from the house were parcelled out into walks and shrubberies, 
having a great basin in the middle into which poured a whole 
stream that turned two mills and afforded the best trout in 
the country. He also tells how they didn't have any place for 
fruit trees or grain or anything and had to buy everything 
which would ruin him in time. 
There are many other references to gardens, in the novels, 
such as, walking in the gardens, lovers meeting there, the 
display of gardens, and the like. They show well cared _for 
surr oundings etc., permanence of the squires' established posi-
tion in the neighborhood. 
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Section F. 
Income of the Squire 
We have, in this study, taken up the squire's education, 
his travel, his beautiful house, estate, and gardens, and the 
question naturally arises as to where the squire got all his 
money to do these things. The incomes of the squ ·res changed 
during the eighteenth century. 'l'he value of le.nd and 
agricultural prices rose, too, duri.ng the century. There was 
a period of great prospe1•ity for the landovmers. Traill in 
his Socie.l England st£ttes that in 1688 the squire's avers.ge 
annual income was four hundred and fifty pounds. Macaule.y in 
his attack on the squire says it was only about a fourth of 
what it was in the nineteenth century. Most historians agree 
that the income of the country gentry rose during the 
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eighteenth century and a safe estimate for the period under 
discussion may perhaps be an average income of from .eight 
hundred to one thousand pounds. 
The novelists of the period agree quite well with the 
historians of the times. They stick quite closely to the 
actual incomes founded upon documentary fact. 
The squire's income to run his establishment came from 
his tenants, primarily from his lends, from agriculture. 
Since the income of the squire was from his rents and produce, 
it is no wonder that he was interested in the new science of 
agriculture . To the squires belongs the credit of introducing 
many hrprovemen ts in agr:! cu 1 ture . In improving the breeds of 
cattle, sheep, pigs and horses, in inventing and perfecting 
agricultural implements, and introducing better methods of 
cultivation, the squires led the way. 
The average novel does not pay rnuch attention to the 
income of the squire other than specifying the a~ount. One of 
Smollett's characters in Roderick Random, "had, bes~des his 
landed estate, which was worth seven hundred pounds per annu~, 
six or seven thousand pounds at interest." 1 In the novels the 
incomes range from as low as two hundred pounds to two 
thousand pounds a year. Then sometimes the character :lnherits 
almost too much money. Peregrine Pickle, having dissipated 
1smollett , Tobias, Roderick Random , p. 21. 
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his estate from Trunion, providentially inherits the family 
fortune of eighty thousand pounds. But this was not the usual 
thing. 
The novelists are not too much interested in agriculture, 
but they do mention it occasionally. Wilson, a character from 
Humphrey Clinker, turns squire after his retirement from the 
navy and by following scientific methods manages his estate 
successfully. Squire Bramble is interested in the state of 
agriculture in Scotland during his visit there. 
Some were against modernizing farming. A farmer, in 
Mackenzie's ~ of Feeling, blames his misfortunes on his land-
lord's new ideas. He says: 
"That farm had been possessed by my father, grand-
father, and great-grandfather which last was that very 
man's ancestor, who is now lord of the manor; I thought 
I managed it, as they had done, with prudence;. I paid 
my rent regularly as it became due, and had always as 
much behind as gave bread to me and my children. But 
my last lease was out soon after you left that part of 
the country; and the squire, who had lately got a London-
attorney for his steward, would not renew it, because, 
he said, he did not chuse to have any farm under thl~ee 
hundred pounds a-year value on his estate; but offered 
to give me the pr ef e renee on the s arne terms with another, 
if I chose to tak~ the one he had marked out, of which 
mine was a part." 
But for the most part the novelists seem to be in favor 
of the new methods of scientific farming. 
1Mackenzie, Henry, ~ ~ 2! Feeling, pp. 149-50. 
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Section G. 
Political Views 
The squire was important according to the lrlstorians, in 
public life, in politics and the administration of the nation's 
laws in the county seats. 
It is usual to think of the country gentleman as a justice 
or a member of parliament. Actually he was found in other 
pursuits. Many of the squire's estates were entailed, which 
meant the independent providing for younger sons. The squire 
might buy them places in the army, or train them for the law 
or the church. Tradition played an important part as to which 
career they would follow. 
In the eighteenth century the squirearchy was supreme in 
the field of political endeavor. 
The Property Qualification Act of 1711, passed by the 
Tory party, made it necessary for a prospective 
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country member of .the House Comn,ons to have a yearly income 
of six hundred pounds 1 and a city member three hundred pounds. 
This act remained in force well into the n ineteenth century 
and kept parliamentary power firrrly in the hands of the 
squires . 
The novels abound in scenes depicting the member of 
parliament and poll tical discussion . They usually exa.ggerate 
the good and the evil. The political field was divided 
between the Whigs and the Tories in the eighteenth century. 
For the most part the squires were of the Tory pa.rty affilia-
tion but there were some squires who le~med to the Whig party. 
Sometimes the novelists ridicule the squire as a Whig. 
Smollett ridicules both parties ln The ~ of 
Sir Launcelot Greaves. He tells of the political campaign, 
between Sir Valentine Quickset , the Tory, and Mr . Isaac 
Vanderpelft, the Whig , which Launcelot encounters on his 
journey. Both candidates deafen their partisans with bombast 
and make thorough fools of themselves . In Humphrey Clinker, 
Bramble 's politics are indefinite although he leans toward 
the Tory. 
A lot of the elections and the politics were corrupt as 
we see in Godwin ' s Caleb Williams . Hawkins, the unfortunate 
victim , refuses to vote for a neighboring squire. Tyrell 
comes to his rescue, but, when Hawkins also refuses to vote 
as Tyrell directs , he is again subjected to persecution. But 
in spite of the novelj.s ts ' tendency to exaggerate the purity 
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OI' infamy of poll tical careers of the:lr characters, the squire 
eiTerges fairly well as an honorable and well ~eaning 
politician. A cross section of his l:lfe in politics r•eveals 
along with the corruption and inequality of political rule, 
the sound, wholesome case of country life and the fact that 
here was a group genuinely interested in the welfare of the 
nation . 
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section H. 
Justice of the Peace 
Besides holding most of the seats of the House of Commons , 
the squires supplied most of the Justices of the Peace. N:ost 
of them were good justices and gave honor to their positions. 
~li ost of them received no salary and did the position well as 
their civic duty . 
Let us look at wha.t ':Prevelyan has to say about them in 
his En~l1sh History of the Nineteenth Centurx: 
11 At the time George I II came to the throne, the 
justices who did most of the work of t he rural districts 
were substantial squires , too rich to be corrupt or 
mean, too proud to truckle to Government, anxious to 
stand well with their neighbors, but filled with all the 
prejudices as well as the merits of their class - fierce 
to the point of cruelty against poachers and armed with 
such · a con,bination of powers that the occasional tyrant 
among them became an irremovable curse to the countryside. 
On the whole, they rendered E.'ngland great service . Never-
theless it was a misfortune that when the Industrial 
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Revolution began to set classes in bitter opposition to 
one another, justice, administration and influence were 
entirely in the hands of one of the interested parties." 1 
The amount of law, real lew, that the squire knew is a 
matter of conjecture. The young squire would not be likely to 
ever practice law but he would be aided in a legal educatton 
in how to manage his property and some in how to manage the 
position of Justice of the Peace in case he had the office. 
Of course some had a good education in the law having chosen 
that career to study for his education. 
The magistrates are mentioned frequently in these novels. 
Fielding has many in his works and most of them fare pretty 
badly in his treatment , but Fielding had been a justice himself 
and knew all the vagaries of the law. Joseph Andrews has two 
or three country magistrates who are biased and ignorant in 
their treatment of the law . 
In Tom Jones, both Allworthy and Western are members of 
the c ommission for the peace. The former, because of his dual 
position as a "good" squire and a justice, is treated in a 
somewhat indefinite fashion. He is harsh with Molly Seagrim 
when . she refuses to name the father of her unborn baby, and 
sentences her to Bridewell. Upon finding 'l'om the father of the 
child he recalls the warrant. Vvhen the magistrate is in the 
fore he is harsh, when the squire is foremost he is inclined to 
lTrevelyan, G. M., English History of the Nineteenth Century, 
p . 23. 
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be merciful and kind. Fielding sneers at Western 1 s stu.pidi ty 
and prejudice 1 and tells of him having to rely on the clerk's 
judgrnent 1 who luckily had some knowledge of the law. 
smollett has some bad characters as justices in his 
books. He draws a picture of an unpleasant wretch in the 
person of Justice Gobble in The Adven tures of Sir Launcelot 
Greaves . Motivated by pride and revenge , urged on by his wife, 
as insolently uneducated and stupid as he 1 Gobble is the ruin 
of the common people under his authority . Toward the gentry, 
however, he takes a more servile course . Smollett says: 
11Mr. Gobble can defy the whole world to prove that 
he ever said an unc1v1.1 word, or did a rude thin g to a 
gentleman, knowing him to be a person of fortune ••• 9S 
to your poor gentry and riff-raff , he has • • • behaved 
like a. magistrate, and · treated them w:J.th the rigger of 
authority . n 1 
Another justice, whom Sir Launcelot meets in his travels, 
11 had been a pettlfogger, and was a sucophant to a nobleman who 
had a: post at court . n After first taking a menaci.ng tone 
toward Slr Launcelot 1 the justice dlscovei's the plaintiff to 
be a gentle~an of fashion and fortune and speedily compromises 
the action . In Humphrey Clinker, Smollett describes Justice 
Frogmore as "sleek and corpulent , solemn and shallow. • .n 2 
1smollett, Tobias 1 The Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves 
p. 92. 
2Smollett, Tobias, Humphre;y_ Clinker, p. 390. 
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The justice has been a subject or ridicule from the time 
or Shakespeare's Justice Shallow and before down through the 
times. It is very easy for historians and writers or all 
kinds to take exaggerated pictures and caricatures and use 
them in the depiction of whole group. M~ Bayne-Powell says 
about the group: 
"The custom or the time allowed the justice to re-
imburse himself for his trouble and expenditure or time 
by taking for himself certain small fees. They were so 
small that a respectable stipend could only be assured 
by numerous convictions and very often by the most un-
blushing acceptance .or bribes. Fielding's predecessor 
at Bow Street had made a thousand a year by his office, 
"the dirtiest money on earth," good Henry Fielding 
called it. 
These "trading justices" were, chiefly, if not en-
tirely, to be round in the to\~s, and more particularly 
in London. • • The country magistrates for the most 
part disdained bribes; the best or them indeed refused 
to take the small fees which the law allowed them. 
'The magistrate,' one or them observed, 'should 
not only refrain from taking any money; he should be 
above the possibility or such a suspicion.' 111 
Smollett in both Roderick Random and Humphrey Clinker 
portrays. justices who will not do a thing on the . cases until 
t h ey have been properly bribed. 
or course Smollett and Fielding wer e hard on the justices 
as a class but they were somewhat in a way prejudiced. Other 
1 Bayne-Powell, Rosamond, English Country~ in the Eight-
eenth Century, pp. 63-64. 
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novelists of the period treated them with the respect which 
they dese~ve. From Herbert Lawrence's The Contemplative Man 
comes a favorable view of the country justice. The following 
conversation takes place between Justice Kit Crab and h _s 
uncle, Sir John Banghan;, an example of the ignorant squire. 
Sir John h as brought in a rr:an for cutt:tng a stick fro!l' a 
hedgerow and begins: 
"I have brought you a customer, which is n:ore than 
you deserve - If it was not for me you would not make out 
three Warrants in the Year - I am as a Spaniel to you -
I spring all the Game, and you have all the Sport. Upon 
my Word , Sir John, says Mr.·Crab, it is no entertainment 
to me, when you yourself, by your own Confession havr 
just been committing a vi olent Breach of the Peace." 
Crab discharges the man at once, much to Sl,...r John's chagrin. 
Some idealize the country jus tice while others run him 
down . We must take the middle road because as a whole frorr: 
the novelists' and the historians' points of view they were 
worthy of great respect and dischaPged their duties in the 
bes t manner that they knew . 
lLawrence, Herbert, The Contemplative Man , . v. 2, p. 192. 
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Section I. 
Some Opinions and Customs 
The ll1anners of the country squire bav:e been pointed out as 
being atrocious or he has been portrayed entirely without 
manners , but this is being a. little hard on the squire. His 
manners may not have been as good as the courtiers ' but he had 
manners even if they were a little old-fashioned. Some who 
visited much in town had as good manners as any of them. But 
of course we also have the boorish and uncultured squire whose 
manners were not too good. 
Country hospitality was also different from that of the 
town. The city folk had tea part ies, dances, dinners, and 
card and theater parties mu ch as they do today while the 
squires varied the social tedium by long visits to friends and 
relatives. He also kept open house at his home most of the 
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time. They did not use so much ceremony in their vi siting but 
might drop in any time. 1~e country gentry also ha d dinner 
perties and dancing., etc., as is mentioned quite frequently in 
the novels. They celebrated marriages. There is qui te a bit 
of material in the novels relating to marriages. Money was a 
great influenc e in the squire ' s choice of a wife . Both parents 
wanted to better their son's OI' t heir daughter ' s socis.l 
position by marriage. 
Sq1ire Western is no exception to the rule . He, 
"Though he was a country squire in his diversion s , 
was perfectly a man of the world i n whatever he regarded 
his fo r t une; had the most violent affection for his only 
daughter , and had often signified, in his cups, the 
pleasure he proposed in seeing her married to one of the 
richest men in the county." 1 
Tom Jones, not the rrost clear thinking of individuals, 
recognized the stat e of affairs , for the autho~ says of him: 
" He well knew that fortune was generally the 
principal, if not t h e sole consideration, which operates 
on the bes t of parents in these m~tters : for friendshi p 
makes us warmly espouse the interests of others; but it 
is cold to the gratification of their passions. " l 
Later, Western states his views regarding Sophia and love: 
n' If she marries the man I would ha' her, she nay love whom she 
pleases, I shan't trouble my head about t hat.'ttl The au t h or is 
being cynical in this last speech. So most of the novelists 
want to have their heroes and heroines marry well and parents 
lFielding , Henry, Tom J ones, v. 1, pp. 197, 252. 
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today have somewhat the same feeling that rr.oney is more 
enduring than love. 
The squ:ir·e s had a tremendous amount of family pride. They 
studied pedigrees and heraldry. They had framed coats of arms 
as decorations in the manor houses. He was proud of his 
birth, his honor, and the name of his house. lf!r . B--- , in 
Pamela, had a pride which would have fitted well with the 
traditional hidalgo. It will be remembered how in stating his 
sentiments toward the heroine, he wrote: 
"Consider the pride of my condition . I cannot endure 
the thought of marriage , even with a person of equal or 
superior degree to myself and have declined several pro-
posals of that kind."l 
Squire Bramble's sense of honor was particularly nice. Jerry 
Melford says of it : ttthe squire is one of those who wlll 
sacrifice both life and fortune, rather than leave a speck or 
blemish upon thei r honor or reputation."2 
The squire was proud of his es t ates and hated to see the 
sale and fal l of lands into other hands . There is much 
duelling i n the novels as settlements to the pride. In 
Fielding and smollett there are numerous encounters , in which 
the squires figure. 
The morals of the country squire were sometimes low 
lRichardson, Samuel, Pamela , p. 233. 
2srrollett, Tobias, Humphre~ Clinker , pp. 373-74. 
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although they didn't regard them as that. They gambled on the 
races and at cards. They drank heav:t ly. '11he squire imbibed 
freely of ale, wine, and punch w Pamela evinces no surprlse 
when Squire B--- and his friends drink two bottles of claret 
apiece after dinner . Squ:tre Western imbibed too freely and 
Fielding sneers at Western's habitual evening excesses where 
he drank until he could hardly see. Tom Jones dr1.nks too 
heavily in his joy over the recovery of Squire Allworthy from 
his illness. Squire Bumpkin in Roderick Random is another who 
drinks too much. Most of the novelists think it js 
disgraceful . 
The country squire had firm ideas of the value of 
morality, at least in others. At the same time, the clas s was 
disposed to regard the lapses of youth with greater charity 
than those of age . The questions of morals was, of course, 
seen in the light of the period . Illegit:I.!J'late children were 
no great stigrr,a to the father, particularly, 1f he were 
married at the time of their birth. Richardson's Mr .. B--- had 
an affa:tr with Mis s Godfrey before his marr•iege to Pamele... 
His illegitirrate child is put in school and Pamels. not only 
meets her, but proposes to take her into the B--- howe. Tom 
Jones, the natural son of Bridget A.llworthy, is acknowledged b 
his unc le as his nephew and heir, and wins the hand of sophia. 
Humphrey Clinker is discovered to be the illegitimate son of 
Squire Bramble and provision is rr.ade for him in the Bramble 
fe.mily . 
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Gambling is the surest road to ruin. There was a mania 
for gambling in the eighteenth century and I'm not sure that 
we haven't still got it with us today. Many squires lost their 
homes and estates through gambling and gaming. There are many 
references to gambling in the novels. 
There are instances of casual wagers and betting on bil-
liards, as for example the game described in Peregrine Pickle, 
where seventeen hundred pounds depends upon one shot; never~ 
theless, cards and racing remain the usual mode of play. 
Peregrine Pickle has wagers of as much as three thousand pounds 
on a single race with heavy losses to the hero. 
None of the authors of this time dared to write on the 
evils of gambling and gaming because it was too much in vogue 
at the time. 
Most of the squires were Church of England men but a few 
were devout and long-suffering Catholics. Most of them viewed 
the Church of Rome as a menace to the nation, although Mr. 
Bramble, of Humphrey Clinker, also has some doubt regarding all 
he has heard concerning t h e Roman peril. The squire was 
against also, Quakers, Methodists, Presbyterians, and Jews. 
The squire was also prejudiced against foreigners. The sons 
had come back with all sorts of corruptions and foppery. 
The novelists usually portray type figures in whatever 
they write about. Among the frequently used type characters 
are the boorish squire and the good squire. 
The classical example and prototype of the boorish squire 
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is Fielding's conception of Squire Western in Tom Jones. so 
clearl y has Fielding drawn h_m that toda.y whenever the 
eighteenth century country squire is mentioned, his is the ~ . 
image invoked. Bluff, hee.rty, untutored, coarse in language, 
uncouth in manner, he takes his brawling way through Tom Jones. 
Most of his crudeness is not repulsive. Beneath his violent 
exterior there is a good deal of kindness and hurr:enity. He 
loves his daughter with all hls heart. If he offered Tom beer 
when the hero was bedridden with his broken arm, or wound his 
hunting horn under Tom's window, or e.lwe.ys entered the room 
with the nview halloo 11 , it was done to cheer his friend and 
not to shatter his nerves . This type of squire has been 
satirized upon the stage and in various types of litere.ture. 
The good squire in the eighteenth century novel is but a 
variant of that stock character, "the good manu. He rarely 
has the vitality of his counterpart, the boor, end often he is 
a transparent excuse for the author's horr:llies. As in the 
case of the boorish squire, Fielding epitomized the good squirH 
in Allworthy. It has been stated that Squire Allworthy is a 
portrait of Mr. Ralph Allen of Prior Park, near Bath. Be that 
as it may, Squire Allworthy is of the sa~e genre as Sir Roger 
de Coverley, tbough with more good sense and less eccentricity .. 
Allworthy , who had an "agreeable person, a sound constitution, 
a solid understanding, and a benevolent hee.rt 11 , has still 
enough of mortal error in his makeup to make him seem a real 
being. 
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In Humphrey Cl:J.nker, Demnison, who was "well e.dvsnced in 
years, but hale , robust, and florid, with an ingenius counte-
nance, expressive of good sense an d hurnani tyu, is another of 
the good squires; while Matt Bramble, also fron.~ the saiPe 
nove l , may share with Fielding's Squire Allworthy, the claim 
of being the finest of the good squires. Bramble is the more 
human of the two. He affects "misanthropy, in order to conceal 
the sensi bi li ty of a hes.rt which is tender to a degree of 
weakness 11 • 1 
There are other examples of both these types :J.n the 
novels. Sir John Bangham, from The , Conter.:plative Man ; is 
strongly in the tradition of Squire Western . Here is another 
classic example of the boorish squire. An example of extreme 
ignorance is Bangham's letter to Kit in answer to a letter 
that Kit had written to hi111 protesting Sir John's pursu:I t of 
Sophia. 
dear nefu 
i Have gust raccaved A letter from yew wich i 
caint ri tely Underste.nd norr John nether the puss 
yew rnenshion I found Up on my manner but if yew Rund 
her to ground f'urst she is yewrs And yew rna digger 
out whensomever yew plees i shent hender yew so no 
more at present from 
Yewr 
ls~ollett, Tobias , Humphrey Clinker, p. 415. 
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dyana has got too puppes 
bi ould ban te1 .. 
Loving unkel 
1 Jor.t.TI Be.ngham 
So as the squire was good or bad so were his tenants an d 
if the squire was too good an d easy with his ten ants some of 
them took advantage of him an d sold off things that did n ot 
belon g to them or did things that they were not supposed to 
according to their leases . 
lLawrence, Herbert, The Contemplative Man, v. 2, pp. 74-75. 
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Chapter· V 
Con c lus :l ons 
In the evolution of the country squire as a charecter 
type in fiction, his ftrst depiction was :ln the character 
sketches, beginning around the time of Chaucer and continuing 
do~n through the seventeenth century. In most of these 
cha racter sketches the squire is written up from a boorish 
viewpoint. Of course there were some written frorr a 11 good" 
viewpoint but most of them were written for wit and humor and 
so it was n:ore nature.l to satirize the weaknesses of the squire 
In the eighteenth century novels both sldes of the squire 
are presented. We get clesslc examples of both the good and 
the bad, or boorish, squire. We get the squire presented from 
two or thre e points of view. 
He is first presented as a survival of an earlier period, 
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an embodiment of the "good old days.u Some of the squ:lres are 
drawn to symbolize the heroic virtues, and sometimes vices, of 
squiredo~'s golden age -the seventeenth century. Matthew 
Bramble is an example of this point of view. 
Then another group uses the squire as an example of the 
changing social condit:lons , the political and social unrest of 
the times. The squ:tres were naturally conservative because of 
theil"' esta:blishe d position . They describe him as being ignorant 
and not keeping up with the times, going back to the bad old 
dayR . They also stress that the squire inherits everything 
that he. has and therefor·e owes his pos:J. tion and so on to his 
birth . Some, llke Godwin, make clear that it is the class 
t hat is at fault not the individual. His weaknesses are the 
weaknesses of his order. They also attack the "made'' squire. 
Some attacked the squires from a personal viewpoint. The 
country gentry were proud and so sure of their position that 
they Fade numerous enemies . The capitalJst class and the city 
gentry smarted under the conterrpt and calm disregard of the 
country gentr·y . Fielding's experiences as a country squire 
can be read into his novels. 
The greater pa.J•t of the eighteenth century novels show 
him as neither saint nor devil . He appears simply as an 
ordinary man , who, by virtue of hls birth, possessions, and 
aptitude, gover'Tis his parish and aids in governing his country . 
He is shown as the descendant of an established family. He has 
an income of about on e thousand pounds a year from the esta.te 
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on which he lives. He has a fairly good education having spent 
two or three years at a university. He has travelled abroad. 
He has selected his wife from the neighboring gentry with due 
regard to the size of her dowry. He is a fairly honest justice 
I 
unless the case deals with the breaking of the game laws, then 
1
. 
he is a little harsh. He is a strong Tory but tries to do what 
is best for his country. He is a great sportsman, particularly I 
as a fox hunter. He is interested in improving his estates, 
improving agriculture and stock-breeding. He is charitable to 
his dependents, honest, and faithrul to his principles and his 
beliefs. 
In the novels of the nineteenth century, and more and more ,I 
towards the novels of today, the tendency is to romanticize the I/ 
country squire just bringing in enough of his foibles and ec- II 
centricities to make him more human and interesting. I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
i 
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Chapt.er VI 
Abstract of the Thesis 
The hey-day of the country squil'e may be gone but at 
least in literature he lives on. Tracing his development 
through history we see the part he ple.yed in the growth of hi s 
country. From the ttrre of the Norman Conquest the squires 
have played an important part. They were very influential and 
in the per1od from 1689 to 1832 they were the real rulers of 
England. 
Since the eighteenth centur~historiens have differed in 
their estimates of the squire and the part he ple.yed in his 
country's development. Such historians as Macaulay and Sydney 
have ma.de an ignorant country bumpkin out of him while others, 
such as P. H. Ditchfield, have made him a paragon of v1rtue. 
But taking the opinions of such rellable historians as 
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Trevelyan, Lunt, and Tralll, it would seem that the squir·e was 
a highly important and valued member of soc:lety, as Justice of 
the Peace, member of Parliament, and holding an honorable 
place in his own village. 
From the time of Chaucer to the present day the squire 
has held a laudatory place in literature. He is portrayed many 
times in the character writings of the seventeenth century, 
almost always here in the Macaule.y and Sydney ·vein as an 
ignorant country bumpkin. The character writers wrote of 
"good" and "worthy" gentlemen but when it comes to the country 
squire they seem to depict the Squlre Western type . 
Following in the same tradition are most of the dramas of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth century. Wycherley, Congreve, 
Farquhar, and Fjelding, satirize and burlesque the country 
squire. The foibles, idiosyncrasies, and eccentricities, of 
the country squire make much better comedy than the "good 11 
squire . But we get some cha!'D1ing portralts of the country 
squire as illustrated by Mr. Oldcastle in Goldsmith's She 
Stoops 12 Conquer. 
In the exact or traditional sense the term. squire refers 
to a private gentleman of coat armor. The son or younger 
brother of a baronet, as well as the principe.l, untitled land-
owner of a parish , would be called squlre . This is the most 
corr~on use of the word ln the eighteenth century, but the 
novelist broadened the use of the term. They used it as a 
courtesy title for gentleman. By the lower classes especially 
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it was used as a synonym for mister. Later in the century it 
returned more to its original meaning . 
In the novels of the· eighteenth century, we get a com-
posite picture of the squire as he was living on his estates 
in his village . He has been fairly well educated usually 
spending one or more years at a university . He travelled upon 
the Continent and then came home to sett l e on his estate and 
carry on t h e old traditions of the country squire. He had a 
beautiful estate, manor-house, gardens, and surroundings well 
cared for . The squire was interested in art and the classics, 
and sometimes collected objec ts of culture . He was much 
interested in sports especially fox- hun ting . He had an average 
income from eight hundred to a thousand pounds per year from 
his estates . He was interested in improvements of his estate, 
agriculture, stock, scientific farming . " In his political 
views he was usus.lly a strong Tory, a cor..servative. He took 
part as a Justice of the Peace , and a menber of Parliament, 
executing his duties to the best of his abilities . He 1.s a 
kind , good-hee.rted man, descending from an established family . 
He may be presented as a survival of the "good old days" 
or as an example of the changing conditions of his t _mes . 
In c ontinuing the developmen t of the squire as a character 
type , in the eighteenth century novel , we have the " good" 
squire such as Squire Allworthy and Squire Bramble, and we 
have his opposite, the boorish squ:i.I•e, depicted in that 
imn;ortal characterization .of Squire Western by Henry Fielding . 
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~!hen we get into the novels or the nineteenth century and 
the literature of our present day, the tendency is to romanti-
cize the country squire and make him a good man with only 
enough faults to make him human. 
In summing up I would like to quote a poem which I found 
in P. H. Ditchfield 1 s book on the squire. It was written by a 
modern bard, Alfred Cochrane, in the first part of the twenti-
I 
I 
in I 
eth century, and tells the characteristics and humors or the 
old squire, and shows the use of the country squire in verse 
which he has been very popular. 
THE COUNTRY SQUIRE 
"Exactly two-and-sixty years 
Have pas sed since some old stable crony, 
Obedient to his childish tears, 
I 
Placed him upon a Shetland pony, 
And bade him show himself a boy 
Moved by hereditary forces, 
Fit son or those whose chiefest joy 
Was ever horsemanship and horses. 
"A squire himself and born or squires, 
He bears, to Doomsday-Book appealing, 
A name well honoured in the shires 
For centuries of upright dealing; 
His battlemented towers command 
A stately pleasaunce, iron-gated, 
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Vfuere at the former's own hand, 
Good ~ueen Elizabeth was feted. 
nHere are his · ancestors on the wall, 
Deaf to the surr~ons of November , 
And some were short and some were tall , 
And one , I think a county member ; 
And one declined on personal grounds 
A peerage of Lord North's persuasion, 
And one and all they rode to hounds 
On every possible occasion. 
"Each season at the covert-side, 
shade more grey , a trifle thinne r , 
Sees him , his good grey mare astride, 
As keen as any young beginner; 
.nd in a fast thing over grass , 
I'll la.y long odds that you will find him 
With two or three , perhaps , to pass , 
But a good many more behind him. 
111 Hth perfect seat an<;l perfect hands, 
He flashes past you , like a vision , 
While no surveyor understands 
The country-side with more precision; 
He knows where every fox will break, 
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He knows where every brook is shallow, 
The line that very run will t Bke, 
And every inch of plough and fallow. 
11When frost his favorite spoPt prevents, 
He makes the circuit of the stable, 
Then with content3d sentiments, 
Betakes him to his study table; 
For literature he reads The Times, 
Jorroc1~s, of course, and Scott and Lytton, 
Whyte-Melville, Lindsay Gordon's rhymes, 
And lives of fa!T'ous l'J'len like Mytton. 
"His politics, I fear, are gone 
To pieces, never to be mended; 
He tells you that with Palmerston 
Tr1e race of English statesmen ended; 
Though now and then, in language terse, 
He owns, when new ideas are busy , 
'11hat matters would be none the worse 
For half an hour or so of Dizzy. 
"He never brought his youthful lore 
To swell our over-stocked profess tons, 
But he's a County Councillor 
And Chairman of the Quarter Sessions; 
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Indeed, he does with average braln s 
Good service to his ~ueen and nation, 
And neither asks for nor obtain 
A sixpence of remuneration . 
tt Living beneath the open sky , 
Vli th rustic rest and peace around him , 
The world has somehow passed him by, 
And left him almost as it found hirr; 
He does not know what others know, 
He shuns advancement like a bogey, 
So that 'young folly calls him slow , 
And fancies him a dull old fogey . 
"Yet, though he never goes to tovm, 
The thoughtful critic , standing sen try 
Over old virtues, writes him down 
A bulwark of the landed gentry ; 
He does his feudal du t ies well, 
Just as his fathers did before him, 
And, though a stranger i n Pall Mall, 
His loyal tenantry adore him . 
"And when the summons comes at last 
His treetings and his meets to cancel, 
When, with the Nimrods of the past, 
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He gathers underneath the chancel, 
Some will regret, in all the stress 
Of theory new and practice newer, 
One galla~t fox-hunter the less, 
One fine old gentleman the fewer . tt 1 
1Ditchfield, P. H. , The Old Engl1sh Country ~quire , p. 263-265 
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